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New Jersey Abortion Facility Secretary Jailed for Giving Abortion Drug

Liza Berdiel, a secretary at a New Jersey abortion facility, faces 120 days in jail for performing three
illegal after-hours abortions at Pleasant Women's Pavilion. Berdiel injected the women with drugs in
late 2004. One of them failed to abort completely and underwent a second, surgical abortion to
complete the procedure. (Justice delayed is justice denied? Why did it take nearly two years to get
around to jailing this woman?)

Berdiel also reportedly stole prescription pads from abortionist Flavius Moses Thompson, who owns
the facility, and wrote illegal prescriptions. Thompson, citing concern that she was pocketing abortion
fees, reported missing abortion drugs to the police.

Berdiel's lawyer said that she was acting under dirction from Thompson, but was unable to present
any evidence that this was the case. 

Berdiel also faces 3 years probation, and has been ordered to reimburse the $380 apiece that the
women paid her.

Thompson is no stranger to trouble. Last year he faced allegations of flushing fetal remains down the
toilet; he lacked a license to store or process medical waste. Thompson was assessed a penalty of
$20,000, plus $22,000 in court costs and attorney fees. He was also directed to complete a course in
ethics and one on infectious disease control.

Thompson had just gotten his medical license restored in May, after a revocation by the medical
board. However, the restoration only permits Thompson to practice at Kimball Medical Center, and
only under another physician's supervision, not unsupervised or at the Pleasant Women's Pavilion.
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John Baxter Hamilton, Abortionist and Wife-Killer
Somebody was searching for John Baxter Hamilton. Hamilton
was convicted of the Valentine's Day 2001 murder of his wife,
Susan, and sent...

Search: Saline abortions
In 1939, a Rumanian abortionist named Abruel first got the idea
of taking out amniotic fluid and replacing it with something to kill
the fet...

Search: "colorado christi mayfair abortion lawsuit"
They're probably looking for information on Christi Stile . Christi
Stile was only 17 when she came home from roller skating with
a fr...
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Abortion in the 1950s
One odd thing is that for all that the 1950s is viewed as a
sexually repressed era, it's the only decade in the entire pre-
legalization ...

Amazing embryo photos from ectopic pregnancies
These two photos are by Ed Uthman, MD, and he has placed
them in the public domain for educational purposes. I will share
them here, along w...

Zombie's excellent West Coast March for Life photos
HT: After Abortion Zombie has some spectacular photos of the
West Coast Walk for Life and counter-demonstration . I've tried
to find ...

Two Safe and Legal Deaths: Would More Die if Not For
Legalization?
Demetrice Andrews , age 22, underwent an abortion on
October 17, 1988. She became progressively ill, and was finally
admitted to Grady Memor...

Post-viability abortions in your state
Abortion Clinics Online is a clearinghouse for abortion facilities.
They pay to put up their ads, just like anyplace else. You can

sea...
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